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This is the instructional manual for Elsie, the program to design and analyze lumped-element
electrical filters. Hopefully it will prove helpful to the wide spectrum of users of this program.
It is intended to be more of a teaching tool rather than a reference document and should be
gone through from the start with the reader doing the fairly simple exercises as shown. The
order and content of those exercises and their entries have been chosen with care. The
manual includes reference material at the end.
It would be a good idea to print this manual so that the exercises can be followed more easily.
In addition, the quality of the various graphics will be best if the manual is printed on a highresolution printer such as a laser type. Such a printer typically has much better resolution
than a monitor screen.
Please notice that this manual was written when the program was at revision level 2.50 and it
will slowly become more and more incomplete as the program is upgraded. Further, the
screen appearances will change over time, more and more options and subroutines will
become available in the program and so on. When this manual is rewritten these
improvements will be included.
Comments and suggestions are welcome. Feel free to contact us at Tonne Software. Use
Support@TonneSoftware.com for email.
- James L. Tonne Tonne Software
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In the lower left corner we see the version number, the licensee and the serial number.
The version number is incremented upward in steps of .01 as changes are made.
The licensee is the person responsible for the security of the program. In the case of the
Student Edition this will be “Students around the world”.
The third line will show the serial number and the fourth line is the copyright notice.
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Four options are available on the opening screen.
One is clicked to recall a previously-stored filter design:

A second button is clicked to design a new filter:

A third button is clicked to enter an arbitrary collection of components:

And a fourth button is clicked to retrieve the last session, saved automatically at program exit:

If the program cannot find the Last Session file at startup then that button will be replaced by
an Exit button.
For this startup and walk-through, we will simply retrieve an existing design. That design will
then be used to illustrate some of the features of the program. After this has been
accomplished then we will move on to more detailed manipulations. Finally a series of realworld design tasks will be shown.
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Now recall a previously-designed filter. Pressing the Retrieve old button allows us to see
the file-selection window:

This window will show all of the Elsie design files that are available. Mouseover and click on
the design to be recovered. For this exercise double-click on Demo1 or click on it and then
click on the Open button.
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The chosen file is now read into the program and you see the design in the form of a
schematic. If it is small enough to fit onto the screen (as is the case shown) it will be
centered. If it is too large to fit on the screen then horizontal scroll buttons will appear to allow
scrolling as needed. Here is the schematic retrieved:

If a stage (dipole) has an L-C pair, the resonant frequency of that pair will be shown. Design
data as available will also be shown beneath the schematic.
The program is now operational to the point where we can go to any of the major operations
such as changing the design, editing component values, plotting or tabulating the various
responses, sending information to the printer or saving the design to a file and so on.
The major menu items in the bar at the top of the screen (the toolbar) will next be exercised.
Each page has that same collection of options although at times one or more of the buttons
are dimmed (made inoperative) according to what task is being done and what options have
been chosen.
Now explore the top row of buttons at the top of the page. Some pages have a second row of
buttons or a set of buttons at the left side of the page; those will be examined later.
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Clicking on that button takes us to the Design page:

This page is where a design is entered or modified.
Some options are made operative according to the entries that have been made. For
example the Center Freq textbox will become active if a bandpass or bandstop topology
has been chosen. It has no meaning for a lowpass or highpass topology and so would be
dimmed in those cases.
The Design page is where designs are saved (see the Save design button at the top of the
screen) and where old designs are retrieved (see the Get design button at the top of the
screen).
We will visit the Design page again later.
We have already seen the schematic; now skip on to the Edit page.
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Clicking on that button takes us to the Edit page:

On this page there is but one option to choose when the page first opens: mouse-over and
then click on a stage in the schematic shown at the top of the page to select it. At that point
you can edit its value(s), or change its component type using the library in the lower right
corner of the screen, or delete it or insert a stage ahead of the it.
However, if none of those are chosen then you can instead continue on to do other things in
the program such as change the analysis entries or plot or tabulate the results. We will revisit
the editing routine later.
For this walk-through we are going to continue on to the Analysis page.
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Clicking on that button takes us to the Analysis page.

The Analysis page is where the frequency sweep is set and the graph scales are entered,
along with other items that enable the analysis to be performed.
A second row of buttons allows transient analysis, noise-bandwidth calculation and phase
linearity to be examined, along with an opportunity to add a title to a page (used only in the
printouts).
We will look at each of these items in detail later.
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Clicking on that button takes us to the Plot page.

Here the information derived from the frequency sweep is shown as a plot. Transmission is
plotted as a default when going to this page unless something besides transmission has been
selected, done by clicking on the buttons at the left side of the screen.
The various plotting options available will be looked at later.
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Clicking on that button calls up the Tabulated data page:

Seen here in tabular form are, for each test frequency, the transmission, phase of
transmission, return, group (envelope) delay, VSWR, input impedance and the angle of the
input impedance.
Commonly there will enough data points that the user will need to use the vertical scroll bar
on the right side of the list.
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Clicking on that button calls the printer-selection window:

Here you can choose where the printer routine output is to be directed.
What is sent to the printer depends on the page in use when the Print button is clicked. For
example, if the schematic is showing, then the schematic will be sent to the printer. If a plot is
showing then that plot will be sent to the printer.
There may be slight formatting differences between the data as delivered to the screen and
that delivered to the printer. The outputs to the printer are not screen dumps but are instead
maximum-fidelity versions from separate printer-driver routines, dependent on the set of
information being printed. From a practical viewpoint the printer will be the limiting factor in
the quality of output. The printer outputs are of presentation quality.
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Clicking on that button calls the file-writing options page:

These various buttons take you to routines which allow you to write the analysis data
(resulting from the frequency sweep) to files, to write S-parameter files (Touchstone both Type
I and Type II), and to write LTspice schematic files. (Tonne Software has no connection with
Linear Technology Corporation.)
These routines are separate from the normal Elsie-file read and write routines. Those are
accessed from the Design page, using the Get design or Save design buttons.
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Clicking on that button calls up the context-sensitive Help system.
Information in that system is intended to be of assistance at run-time.

The page that is called up is context-sensitive: it will be a function of which screen in the
program you are on when the Help system is requested. You can easily navigate through the
help system, use its search feature and so on.
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Clicking on this button shows the essential data about the program as seen here:

The buttons allow a choice of visiting the Tonne Software site homepage, or to see the
licensing agreement that was agreed-to at the time of installation, or to see detailed
information about your computer.
Click on the Return to Elsie button to close this window.
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Clicking on that button opens a window to allow exiting the program:

If this windows was opened in error you can click on the Cancel / Continue button to simply
close this window.
The Save then exit button allows you to save your work prior to exit if you have not done so.
Or you can simply end the program: click on End / Quit.
Even if you have not already saved your work, or if you choose not to save your work at this
point, it will nevertheless be saved automatically to a file named LASTSESSION, along with
various operational parameters to allow a smooth program restart.
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This exit options window also once again shows the name of the licensee.

The Restart: Manual button is only available from the Design page and clicking on it will
take you to a manual-entry page where you can manually enter all new components. If you
go on to that manual-entry page, the analysis items current in memory will be retained but all
of the components will be discarded.
This is the window you will see when clicking on the Restart: manual button:

If you arrived at this window in error simply click on the Return to Design screen button to
go back to the design screen; no changes will have been made.
But if you in fact want to go on to the manual entry routine then click on the Continue to
Manual Entry routine button. That routine has an option to allow you to completely restart
the program.
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Numeric entries
This program accepts a variety of numerical input formats.
Frequency entries are always in Hz. A frequency of 3.3 MHz may be entered as 3.3M, or as
3.3e6, 3300k or even 3300000. The program accepts them all. The "Hz" is not needed.
The letter "M" in this program is case-sensitive. By this we mean that upper-case "M" is
interpreted as "mega" while lower-case "m" is interpreted as "milli". Only the letter M is casesensitive for numeric entry.
Capacitor values are always entered in farads. A capacitance of 33 pF may be entered as
33p, or 33e-12. A capacitor with a value of .01 uF would be entered as .01u but it could
be entered as .01e-6 or even 1e-8 (rather awkward and complicated by comparison). The
letter "F" is not needed.
Inductors are entered in henries. An inductance of 33 millihenries may be entered as 33m or
.033 An inductor of 33 uH may be entered as 33u, or 33e-6. The letter "H" is not needed.
Resistors are entered in ohms. A resistor of 33 ohms is simply entered as 33. 33 kilohms
may be entered as 33k or 33e3 (or even .033M).
Time entries are in seconds. A plotting envelope delay plot upper value might be 120
nanoseconds. That would be entered as 120n. The letter "s" is not needed.
Some entries inherently have no suffix or extension. Number of steps in the frequency
sweep used for analysis is an example. Enter 1000 or 1k; either way is satisfactory.
The letter sufix if used can be upper or lower case except for "M" as described above.
Only one letter is needed; the commonly-used second letter (for example "pF") is not needed
(nor is it even read by the parser).
It may be of interest to see that the entries are generally "echoed back" using the full suffix.
You can, for example, enter a frequency of "3500k" and the next time you see that box it will
be "3.5MHz" or at least "3.5M". The program may add on appropriate letters to more clearly
define the value; in this case it may have added "Hz". All of the entries and readouts behave
in this manner.
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Analyzing the design
The Analysis page has three groups. The left-hand group specifies the frequency sweep
entries for the analysis. On the plots these are the X-axis items.
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A closer look - the first group:

In this group we set the analysis frequency sweep starting and stopping frequencies along
with the number of points and whether it is a logarithmic or linear sweep. If the sweep is set
to be linear, then you can also set the number of vertical lines – the number of X-axis intervals
– that will show on the plots. Narrowband filters should use a linear sweep.
Unless a slow computer is being used, the number of analysis steps should be at least 1000;
the upper limit is 2049.
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The middle group sets the plotting scales:
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Closer look at the middle group:

The middle group is where scales for the plots - the Y-axis items - are entered.
The transmission plot bottom in decibels can be set here; the top is always zero dB.
For the group (time) delay, we can set delay top; the bottom is always zero seconds.
The impedance plots top can be set; the bottom is always zero ohms.
The VSWR plot top can be set; the bottom is always unity (1.00).
The number of horizontal lines (Y-axis divisions) can be set here.
And, especially useful for high-pixel-count screens, the plot line width can be adjusted.
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The third group on the Analysis page sets the remaining items needed for analysis:
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A closer look at the third group:
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The Analysis page is where we set the Q values for the inductors and for the capacitors.
Q values have no effect on the design process. They are used only during the frequency
sweep - analysis - to get the various responses. By taking Q values into account, remarkable
agreement is achieved when the computed data is compared with actually-measured "real
world" data.
Here is the magnitude response for a bandpass filter using all ideal components:

This filter is a 7-pole bandpass designed to pass 3500 kHz to 4000 kHz with 0.5 dB of
passband ripple, using ideal components.
Here is the response using real components (with the overlay showing the original):
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The overlay is from a response run using the original high-Q components. Here we have put
that overlay on top of the plot using low-Q components.
There are two observations that can be made here. One is that at the center frequency there
is a loss, about 2 or so dB in this case. This is the insertion loss; use the mouseover to get
the figure.
The other is that especially at the band edges the loss increases. To support higher
passband ripple designs requires higher-Q components. The higher the design value for
ripple the higher willl be the required Q values.
Now we are going to look at the Absolute and Relative buttons.
Here is a plot of a bandpass filter with ideal components:

With those ideal components we have no insertion loss, certainly not a real-world design.
Here is that ideal-components filter (as the overlay) and a real filter with lossy components:
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Again we have called on the overlay routine to do the comparison.
Note the Absolute and Relative buttons:

We have clicked on Relative which will make the plot relative, not absolute. The
transmission will be relative to the point of maximum transmission in the sweep-frequency
range. The default method of plotting transmission in Elsie is absolute.
When we click on Relative we see the plot with the point of maximum transmission moved
to the top of the screen:
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This duplicates the typical measurement of a filter when the "frequency response" is being
plotted in that the usual method of showing the response of a filter - especially a bandpass
filter as is shown here - is to find the point of maximum transmission and then plot the
magnitude response relative to that point.

Now look at the Normal and Magnify buttons; default is Normal.

We want to examine the top of the response plot of a filter, this time being a modest-ripple
bandpass. This would be a typical plot:

Resolution is poor in this plot; we can't see details of the passband ripple or loss.
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To resolve this issue for the transmission plot, on the Analysis page click on the Magnify
button:

This will add a second plot to the original transmission plot. This added plot has been
magnified by a factor of ten; if the original plot had 5 dB per vertical interval then the
magnified plot will have 0.5 dB per interval.
The result of adding the magnified plot is seen here:

The details of transmission can be more easily seen.
This magnification is available only on the transmssion-only plot.
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Plotting the responses
We have called up a simple lowpass design - Demo1 - and will now use that design for
illustrating some plotting options on the Plot page. The buttons on the left side of the page
are used to select which of the available plots is called up; they are miniaturized versions of
plots for a lowpass filter.
Clicking on this button on the Plot page calls up a plot showing transmission.

Here transmission is shown by itself, probably the most commonly invoked plot.
The button for the current plot is highlighted by a bright cyan background as a reminder of
which aspect of the analysis is being shown.
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Clicking this button calls a plot showing both transmission (forward) and reflection (return).

When two items are being plotted on one screen they are shown in different colors as can be
seen here.
The start of one plot is identified by a colored dot at the beginning of the plot. The end of the
other plot is identified by a colored dot at the end of that plot.
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Clicking this button calls up a plot showing transmission and its angle.
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Clicking on this button calls a plot showing transmission and associated group (envelope)
delay.
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Clicking on that button will show a plot of input VSWR (only).
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Clicking on that button will show a plot of input VSWR along with transmission.
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Clicking on this button calls a plot of input impedance magnitude (only).
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Clicking on this button calls up a plot of input impedance along with transmission.
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Clicking on this button calls up a plot of input impedance and its angle.
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Clicking on this button calls a plot of input impedance, real and imaginary.
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Clicking on this button calls on a plot showing the Smith Chart, S11

Notice the buttons in the lower-left corner. Clicking the In or Out buttons allows zooming
in (or out) on the chart to allow examining, for example, low-ripple filters. The magnification is
done in 2x steps, up to a magnification factor of 16.
Clicking the VSWR button places a circle on the chart corresponding to whatever entry is in
the associated box. That button toggles the circle on and off.
Clicking on the < or > buttons adjusts the aspect ratio (width) of the chart. This allows
correction for various monitor screen aspect ratios. Once adjusted, it is automatically stored
to the hard drive for use next time the program is started. This correction is not applied to the
plot as sent to the printer because it is not needed.
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Clicking on this button calls up a chart showing transmission, S21, in polar form.

This plot also has the aspect-ratio correction feature.
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Transient response
Elsie has three transient response routines. One is the usual squarewave analysis wherein a
squarewave of a specified frequency is applied to the network and the program shows the
waveform of the signal exiting from the network.
The second and third routines use a "carrier" of a specified frequency which is keyed on and
off at a specified rate. The program shows the waveform exiting from the network for the
second routine and it shows the demodulated waveform for the third routine.
On the Analysis page click on the Transient button to go to that routine. We will then see
this window for entry of the various items:

Set the waveform type to be Squarewave and enter 500 into the squarewave textbox. Set
the analysis type to Normal.
Click on the Plot waveform button.
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We will see the waveform of the signal exiting from the network:

Filter which have a sharp cutoff, such as this one, generally have the "ringing" as seen on this
graphic. The frequency of the ringing is approximately the cutoff frequency of the filter.
Now look at a burst. It is best for this exercise to import a bandpass filter.
On the Design page click on Get design and then select CauerBPF4. This is a sharp
bandpass filter for use with a carrier frequency of 20 kHz and a bandwidth of 3 kHz, used to
generate a single-sideband signal for communications. It has a center frequency of 21500
Hz.
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We see this:

This time set the Waveform type to Burst. Set Modulation squarewave (Hz) to 150 and
Carrier (Hz) to 21500. Leave the Analysis type at Normal. Click on Plot waveform to
see this:
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Noise bandwidth
While on the Analysis page and with CauerBPF4 as the chosen network, click on the Noise
button to see the noise-bandwidth entry screen:

We are still using "CauerBPF4" for our network. That file has an analysis frequency sweep
from 18 kHz to 26 kHz and those frequencies have been entered into the Starting and
Stopping frequency textboxes by the program. The number of test-frequency steps has been
set to a default number of 1000.
To see the noise bandwidth, click on the Compute Noise Bandwidth button.
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That screen remains in place but additional information is now available:

The noise bandwidth of a network is measured here by a process of integration.
For a lowpass filter it should be swept from as close to DC as we can get (1 Hz should work in
most cases) to above the 0.1% power point.
For a bandpass filter the sweep should be from below the lower 0.1% power level to above
the upper 0.1% power level.
It should be evident that a highpass filter has infinite noise bandwidth.
The computed noise bandwidth is shown highlighted.
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Phase linearity
To look at the phase-linearity routine, call up the file FMifBPF3. This would be a design to be
in an FM broadcast receiver I.F. amplifier.
The display showing magnitude and delay would appear like this:

The signal passing through this filter would be centered at 10.7 MHz, in the middle of the plot.
The region we are interested in for phase-linearity analysis would be in the middle of the
passband, from 10.6 MHz to 10.8 MHz.
To invoke the phase-linearity routine click on Analysis and then on Phase lin.
This will call up the phase-linearity entry window.
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By default the starting frequency and stopping frequency are those used for analysis in the
main part of the program. Here we have changed those entries to 10.6M and 10.8M.
After changing the starting and stopping frequencies we see this:

Now click on the Show phase linearity and best-fit line button.
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We see those two items plotted as shown here:

The buttons Decrease stepsize and Increase stepsize may have to be clicked on to adjust
the vertical scaling.
The graphic shown is typical of a filter with fairly good phase linearity in that the straight
best-fit line is nearly coincident with the phase linearity line.
Click on the Back to setup button to change the plot type.
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Now click on the Show deviation from best-fit line button and see this plot:

Again the Decrease stepsize and Increase stepsize buttons may have to be click on to
adjust the vertical scale. (Think of those two buttons as a vertical gain control on an
oscilloscope.)
This plot is the deviation from the best-fit straight line over the specified frequency range.
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Mousedown
Click on the Plot button to see the plot; then for this exercise click on the second button from
the top on the left side of the page. This will cause both transmission and reflection to be
shown in one plot.
Now place your mouse anywhere on the plot and press and hold down the mouse button.
You will see two things: one is one a marker (or two, in this case) on the plot showing you
where Elsie finds your frequency (by reading the X-axis pixel number) and the other is a data
readout at the bottom of the screen. You will see this:

In this graphic the screen has been dimmed down in intensity but the items under discussion
remain highlighted. As the mouse is moved the dot(s) on the plot will follow and the readout
below the plot will be updated. Only the X-axis is being read. Release the mouse button to
stop this activity.
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Saving an overlay plot
Now we will save all the data to the hard drive for the current sweep by using a particular
filename. These will be retrieved later and can then be plotted on top of the plot that is
currently on the computer screen.
While on the Plot screen click on the Save overlay button to see this screen:

At the left is a small window with ten buttons. For this demo click on the Save as 1 button.
A set of files will now be written to the hard drive for recall later. Each of the plots is saved
with the complete sweep data for replotting. These files have no headers or footers and so
could be used by other programs for some kind of further analysis. In about a second the
small window will close itself but if you came to this option in error you can simply close it
yourself by clicking on the Exit button.
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Tuning width
With the transmission plot in place, click on the Tune width button to see this small window
at the lower-left part of the screen:

Clicking on the Wider button will redesign the curent filter to a newer width by whatever the
stepsize is (defaulting to 1%). Cliding on the Narrower button will make the design width
shrink by the stepsize. If the filter is a bandpass or bandstop then the center frequency can
be changed in a similar manner.
If the topology is neither bandpass nor bandstop then the Lower center and Raise center
buttons will be dimmed. If the design is a bandpass or bandstop, then the Lower center
and also the Raise center buttons will be enabled. These then will tune the center
frequency down or up.
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With the transmission plot in place click on Wider several times and see the bandwidth
increase:

Each time the button is clicked the filter is redesigned, reswept and replotted with the new
component values. The new plots are overlaid on top of the older ones. If the stepsize is
small (such as the default value of 1%) then the individual plots may be indiscernible one from
the other.
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Click on the Clear plot button to show only the new-values plot:

Click on the End tuning routine button to remove the small window.
The next exercise will let us recall that old data plot we saved earlier.
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Getting an overlay plot
While on the Plot window click on the Get overlay button.
We see the small window allowing us to retrieve the earlier-saved data file.

When this small window is showing you can click on one of the Get buttons to retrieve a
stored overlay data file.
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For this exercise click on Get 1 and see the retrieved overlay on top of the existing file:

These "Get" and "Save" buttons apply to each of the plots, not just magnitude as seen here.
When you save a set of the data, you can recall (get) that data for any of the plots.
Buttons that are dimmed are simply not available because there is no data for them.
To erase any of the previously-saved datafile sets, click on the appropriate Delete
button(s).
To close the small options window click on its Exit button.
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After that is done we see the plot with current data and also the just-retrieved overlay:

At intervals the overlay number will be written on top of the line of data. In this case we
recalled number one and so the digit "1" will appear.
Using overlays will prove quite useful when comparing two or more different designs. Up to
ten sets of data can be saved this way. Data for all of the plots is saved, not just
transmission as we used here.
You can save the responses using any of the numbered buttons. To retrieve a given set of
responses that were saved just use that same number for retrieval as was used for saving.
To get rid of a set of data - the overlay - click on the Delete button for that data.
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Tuning a part
With the transmission plot in place, click on the Tune part button to see this small window
at the lower-left part of the screen:

By default you will see in this window the first component, in this case a shunt capacitor, with
its part value. Clicking on the Increase value button will incease the value of that part by
the percentage as entered in the Stepsize box, then resweep the filter and show the
resultant plot. Conversely, clicking on the Decrease value button will reduce the value of
that part, resweep the filter and plot the resultant.
To navigate to another part to tune it, click on the Next part or the Previous part button.
To exit this routine click on the End tuning routine button.
Next we will exercise the part-tuning routine.
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Here is the appearance of the screen after clicking on the Tune part button:

Each time we click on the Increase value button (and conversely the Decrease value
button) the part value will be stepped up (or down) and the new value will be used for the
filter. Then the filter will be reswept and the resulting plot shown.
The value of the selected part will be changed according to the entry in the Stepsize
textbox.
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The small tuning window shows the first element in the network, in this case a shunt
capacitor.
Set the Stepsize to 10.
Then click on the Increase value button five times; see the plot change.
Click on the Clear plot button. Now only the final plot is seen.
Click on the Next part button. See the second element, in this case a series inductor.
Set the Stepsize to 15.
Click on the Decrease value button four times and see the plot change.
Click on the Clear plot button to again clarify the screen.
Click on the Next part button. See the third element, in this case a shunt capacitor.
Set the Stepsize to 20.
Click on the Increase value button three times and see the plot change.
Click on the Clear plot button.
Click on the End tuning routine button to leave this procedure.
Click on Get overlay.
Click on the Get 1 button. This will call up the plot you saved earlier.
Click on Exit in the small Get overlay window.
Now you have a plot showing the manually-adjusted values along with the original values.
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Those percentage values that were entered during the adjustment process are saved as part
of the parts list. They become part of the Elsie file when the file is saved.
They also show on the schematic.
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Here is the schematic of the manually-adjusted network:

Beneath each component is the stepsize that was assigned to it.
Those percentage values will be used if the part-tuning routine is used again, and they are
also used in the Monte Carlo sweep.
Click on the Plot button to see the plot again.
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Monte Carlo
While a plot is on the screen, click on the Monte Carlo button. This starts the Monte Carlo
routine (randomly-changing parts values to see the spread in production) using the
percentages that have been assigned to each part. If a particular part has no percentage
assigned to it then that part will not be altered during the routine.
Here we see the plot while the Monte Carlo routine is running:

Each plotted line has a different color, rotating through a series. This somewhat clarifies how
the individual sweeps are behaving.
Rather quickly the maximum and minimum responses will be seen.
The parts values in this routine are of a uniform random distribution. For each sweep all parts
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values are simultaneously altered in that manner and then the data is collected and plotted.
When the decision is made to stop the routine, then click on the End button to stop it with a
screen appearing as shown, or click on the End / show extremes button to see the result as
shown here. Each of these two methods of ending the routine has it own merits.
When the Monte Carlo routine is ended using the End / show extremes button we have this
result:

During the run, the program keeps track in memory of the maximum and the minimum values
for each test frequency during the sweep. When the routine is ended, the maximum values
alone are used to make a plot. Then the minimum values are used to make a second plot.
Finally the target values are used to make a third plot. The maximums and minimums are
plotted in one color and the plot using the target values - typically right down the middle of the
extremes - is in a second color.
After the Monte Carlo routine is finished the components are returned to their original (target)
values.
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Limits
Typically a filter is designed to pass some range of frequencies with some kinds of restraints
and to reject some other range or ranges, perhaps with other restraints. It is helpful during
this design process to show visually any "out of bounds" areas. The same routine for defining
these areas is also used in the optimizer. First we have to install the limits areas.
Call up the Demo1 file, click on Plot to see transmission and then click on Limits. We see
this after the cursor is over the Enter button:

Click on that Enter button.
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After clicking on the Enter button we see this:

We see a series of buttons illustrating the variety of "out of bounds" areas.
The first button allows placement of a limit in which all of the area beneath and to the left of
the chosen point is out of bounds.
The second button allows placement of a limit in which all of the area to the right and above
the chosen point is out of bounds.
The other buttons have the remaining possible traits.
For this exercise, click on that first button, at the far left.

That button is then highlighted as a reminder of the shape that has been chosen.
Move the cursor to (for this exercise) a point on the plot corresponding to a frequency of 4
MHz and a magnitude of -1 dB and then click on that point.
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The out-of-limits area is immediately highlighted and so we see this display:

We are going to continue on and add a second limit. The shape we want is that shown by the
second button; mouseover and click on it.
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We see this display:

After you chose that button it is then highlighted as a reminder of the shape chosen.
Move the cursor to a point on the plot corresponding to a frequency of 8 MHz and a
magnitude of -20 dB and then click on that point.
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We see this display:

Again the out-of-limits area is highlighted.
When finished with selecting and then entering the limits, click on the End button located
right above the limits buttons.
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The final display is as shown here:

When a file is saved after the limits-entry process, all of the limits information is saved along
with the other design data. When a plot is called up, those limits areas are shown by default,
the assumption being made that if they were important enough to enter they should be shown
by default.
The limits can be hidden (but are still available for showing if desired) by using the Hide
button. They can be erased completely by using the Erase local button to delete all limits
for the plot being seen. Or by using the Erase all button to delete all limits for all plots.
The entry process described is not precise. Using the mouse to read pixels and translating
that to meaningful numbers (kilohertz, decibels and so on) is at best an approximation. Now
we will set the entries to exact values. In general this is not needed if care was used in the
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entry process using the mouse. We will edit the entries here as an exercise.
With the plot as shown click again on the Limits button. Then mouseover the Edit button
in the small window.

Click on that Edit button to see the next screen.
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Here we see the editing screen as it first appears. The icons near the top of the page will be
illustrative of each of the limits that were previously entered. Beneath that is a table (listbox)
which shows the limits that were entered.

The values that were entered using the mouse are typically only approximate. To edit a line
of data in the list to clearly define its numbers, click on that line.
The line will then be highlighted and the data in that line is shown in the set of four text entry
boxes below the table. Those values show starting frequency, stopping frequency, upper
magnitude limit and lower magnitude limit, as applicable, as you entered them into the plot,
prior to any editing.
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After a line of data is clicked on it is highlighted. In addition the data for that line appears in
the set of textboxes below the listbox.

An informative notice in green notice tells you that you can "Edit this one".
To edit the values, simple alter the values as seen in the textboxes. Here we have an odd
value for frequency; change it to the exact value you want, in this case 4 MHz.
The upper limit is also not exact; change it here to an exact value of -1.
When done with an edit operation, click on the Accept values button beneath the textboxes.
The values will then be placed back into the list box just beneath the icons.
When all of the limits values are satisfactory, click on the Return to Plot page button. You
will see the plot as it was before you refined the limits-entry values.
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Limits entry options
In the limits entry and editing exercise we used only two of the available options.

Clicking on the Limits button while a plot is showing calls up this small options window.
Here we can click on the Enter button to call up the routine to enter the limits using the
mouse.
We can click on the Edit button to go to the routine to set the limits more precisely by
entering exact values for frequency and magnitude.
By clicking on the Erase local button we delete all limits for the current plot. As an example,
if the plot for transmission is the current display then all limits for that plot will be deleted.
Any limits entered for other plots will be left intact.
By clicking on the Erase all button, all limits for all plots will be deleted.
By clicking on the Hide button, the limits are removed from the display but they still reside in
memory.
By clicking on the Show button, any limits for the currently-displayed plot will be shown.
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Limits shape options
In the limits-entry exercise only two of the available shapes were utilized. Here is more
information on each of those shapes.

This shape is used to require the response in question to be at least some magnitude below
the chosen frequency. There is no restriction above that frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.

This shape is used when the response in question must not exceed some magnitude above
the chosen frequency. There is no restriction below that frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.

This shape is used to require the response to be at least some magnitude above the chosen
frequency. There is no restriction below that frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.

This shape is used to require the response to be no more than some magnitude below the
chosen frequency. There is no restriction above that frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.
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This shape is used to require the response to be at least some magitude between two
frrquencies. There are no restrictions below the lower or above the upper frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to one of the chosen
frequencies. Magnitude at that first frequency is ignored. Then click on the frequency point
and magnitude of the second frequency.

This shape is used to require the response to be no more than some magnitude between two
frequencies. There are no restrictions below the lower or above the upper frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to one of the chosen
frequencies. Magnitude at that first frequency is ignored. Then click on the frequency point
and magnitude of the second frequency.

This shape is used to illustrate that the response is to be at least some minimum value at a
specified frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.

This shape is used to illustrate that the response is to be no more than some maximum value
at a specified frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.

This shape is used to illustrate that the response is to be a particular magnitude at a specified
frequency.
To enter this shape, mouseover and click on the point corresponding to the chosen frequeny
and magnitude.
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Stepsize
Two routines in this program utilize component tolerances or step sizes. These are the Monte
Carlo, previously explored, and the optimizer.
The Monte Carlo can use any percentage to vary the components during the routine. That
includes a value of 0% if a component is to be held at a constant value, with no variation
during the routine.
The optimizer is best operated using a small value for adjusting the component values.
Suggested is a value of 1 to 5 percent.
To enter that step size for the optimizer, click on the Stepsize% button while a plot is
showing.
A small window will show in the center of the screen:

Here is where the items' stepsizes are entered. Each item can be selected one at a time by
using the Previous item and Next item buttons.
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Alternatively, and typically quite satisfactory - and definitely faster - is to enter a step size in
the text box and then click on the Select all items to have same stepsize button.
After doing that the window appears as this:

After clicking on that button a confirmation notice appears indicating that all items will have
the same size, and indicating the size.
Using the Select all items to have same stepsize button does not preclude selecting some
items to have a different stepsize. Simply click on the Next item button to go one and
select the item, enter the differing stepsize into the textbox and click on the Enter button.
Do this for each of the items that are to be re-specified.
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Optimizer
If the limits have been set correctly, and if the stepsizes have been entered, then the
optimizer can be invoked. This is a great tool to use to design networks that might be
considered special in some way. Here we will go through another simple exercise. Later in
the manual this tool will be invoked in a more meaningful manner.
Here is the plot we had at the end of the limits-entry routine:

The limits that were entered in the limits-entry exercise were deliberately chosen so that the
plot would not quite "meet specifications." It would be quite possible to use the Tune part
button to adjust the component values until the specifications were met but there is a much
better way to do this: use the optimizer.
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With the system primed per the previous exercises, click on the Optimize button. The
optimizer routine will then start. It will vary the component values in an attempt to minimize
the plot area that is inside of the out-of-bounds (limits) areas, and then immediately replot the
result. We will see this display:

As with the Monte Carlo, we can see the plot resulting from each frequency sweep. These
plots are colored with a series of colors that appear in rotation.
In the upper-left corner is information about the optimizer progress.
Immediately above the plot is a bar showing the error term that the routine has found. This
bar uses a logarithmic scale and is updated every time an improvement is made, i.e., the
error is reduced.
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When the error term is reduced to less than 0.01 (nothing, in practical terms), the routine will
stop and we will see the plot of the resultant:

We can see that the data plot clears - avoids - the limits areas. We have a satisfactory
design.
The optimizer adjusts the component values using a uniform-distribution random number
generator with the specified constraints on component stepsizes.
It is possible that the routine will stop without reaching a satisfactory design. Either the
specifications simply can't be met or the optimizer has tried for 2000 times and automatically
stops. Or else a "local minimum" has been reached. The routine can't do any better but has
come up with a non-optimum answer: a different combination of components might be better:
it has failed to find that global minimum. Some manual component adjustment, augmented
by operator common sense, may solve the problem.
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Markers
Several markers can be shown on a plot to reveal precise data about each of a set of
specified frequencies.
To enter the marker frequencies while a plot is showing click on the Markers button.
In the middle of the screen we will see this small window:

Into each textbox enter the frequencies of special interest. Here we have already entered a
set of frequencies.
To show the markers on a plot simply click on the Show button.
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We will then see the markers on the display:

On the plot we will see the marker number inside of a small circle. The center of each of the
circles is placed at the point corresponding to its magnitude for that plot. At the bottom of
the page we see all of the data for each marker frequency.
After the plot is finished then each of the marker frequencies is run through the analysis
routine and data for that exact frequency is shown. Marker data frequencies are totally
independent of the various frequencies used for the main sweep.
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Write
Here is additional information for the Write button. That buttons calls on one of four routines
to write data resulting from analysis of the network. Those routines are independent of the
routines used to write Elsie circuit files.
After clicking on the Write button and then clicking on the Write data file (scientific
format) we see this:

This filenaming window shows by default all of the files with an extension of .DAT Entering a
root name in the file name box would result in an extension of .DAT
Clicking on the down-arrow in the Save as type box reveals that files with extensions of .TXT
can be seen (and written with that extension). Or a third option will show all files in the
directory.
The files written by this routine are in fact simple text files. The formatting is all that changes
according to the format button selected.
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Here is how the "scientific format" file would appear using a text editor to view it:

For this manual the image has been trimmed. Scroll bars would appear if the file is viewed
using an ordinary text editor, this generally being the case if the recommended hundreds of
lines of data are in the file.
If this information is to be read by a machine it should be quite satisfactory. It is not quite
optimum from a human viewpoint. Hence Elsie also has a file-writing routine that is oriented
toward being read by humans. The information delivered by that routine is the same but it
may very not be optimum from a machine's viewpoint.
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Clicking on the Write button and then clicking on the Write data file (easy-to-read format)
we see this:

As with the scientific-format entry, this filenaming window shows by default all of the files with
an extension of .DAT Entering a root name in the file name box would result in an extension
of .DAT
Clicking on the down-arrow in the Save as type box reveals that files with extensions of .TXT
can be seen (and written with that extenslion). Or a third option will show all files in the
directory.
Again, the files written by this routine are simple text files. The formatting is all that changes
according to the format button selected.
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Here is how the "easy-to-read" format appears using the text editor to view it:

As might be surmised this information is formatted using the same formatting subroutines that
are used in Elsie for delivering data to the screen. Machines or programs may or may not
accept these lines of data.
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Clicking on the Write button and then clicking on the Write S-parameter file button we see
this:

Here several options for the Touchstone SnP files are chosen. These include one-port or twoport files, magnitude in dB or volts/volt, the frequency definition and Version 1 or 2.
To the right of the options buttons is information that may prove helpful.
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Here is how the first few lines of such a file appear if viewed using an ordinary text editor:
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Clicking on the Write button and then clicking on the Write LTspice schematic file button
we see this:

Although the file is a simple text file the extension must be .ASC for LTspice to accept it.
Tonne Software has no connection with LTspice or Linear Technology Corporation.
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Here are the first few lines of the LTspice schematic file as examined with an ordinary text
editor:

(This is only a partial listing of the file.)
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Editing
Here is more detail for the Edit button. Clicking on that button calls up the circuit editor.
Here is the screen at that point.

Other than leaving this routine - by using one of the buttons at the top of the screen - the only
option is to select a component in the schematic near the top of the screen by clicking on it.
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After a part has been chosen the screen appears like this:

The selected component is highlighted and is also shown again in the lower-left corner of the
screen. Four options are now available. The component can be edited (changed in value)
or its type changed or a part can be inserted into the network just ahead of that component, or
the component can be deleted.
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Clicking on this button allows the value of the component to be changed (edited).

The highlighted component now has its value shown in a small window, labeled here as
"L value". Enter the new value for the component in that window and then click on the
Accept button.
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After acceptance we see this:

We see here the schematic with the newly-entered value.
Continuing this exercise, change the topology (the type of component) of that stage.
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Clicking on this button allows that component to be changed to a different type as seen in the
library at the lower-right corner of the screen.
This is the appearance of the screen after clicking on that button:

Note the prompt to "Click on an element to select it" immediately above the library.
Mouseover and click on a a component in the library; for this exercise choose the series
parallel-tuned trap.
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This is the screen appearance after choosing that component:

Note the cursor at the selected component along with the textboxes showing the current parts
values.
Since this component consists of an existing item (an inductor) along with a new item (a
capacitor), the current inductor value will be shown in its textbox but there is no value for the
capacitor and so its textbox is empty.
Enter new values for both the capacitor and the inductor and then click on the Accept
button. For this exercise we entered 3.1u into the inductor textbox (wose label is "L value")
and 33p into the capacitor textbox (whose label is "C value").
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Here is the appearance of the screen after acceptance:

We see the updated schematic with the newly-entered values.
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Clicking on this button allows insertion of a component prior to the chosen one.
Immediately after clicking on that button and then after having chosen the first stage, this is
the screen appearance:

We have chosen to insert a part prior to the first stage.
See the prompt "Click on an element to select it".
We are going to add a series inductor so click on that part in the library.
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Here can be seen the cursor in the library, pointing at the part just selected, a series inductor.
A textbox has opened for value entry.

In the textbox, enter a value of 2 microhenries; use 2u in the "L value" textbox.
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After clicking on the Accept button we see this screen:

The value in the textbox was accepted and we have the updated schematic with the 2
microhenry component added ahead of the original selected part.
To add a component at the end of the network, select the output termination (load) and then
add the part ahead of the load.
If the input termination (source) is selected the Insert part priot to this stage will be
inoperative; you cannot add a part ahead of the input termination.
Next in this exercise we will delete a component.
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Clicking on this button causes the chosen component to be removed from the network.
For this exercise we will remove the just-added component.
Select the stage to delete (the first stage):

The first stage has just been selected; see the cursor pointing to the series inductor in the
schematic.
That component is also echoed in the window at the lower-left.
To delete that component, click on the Delete this stage button.
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The component is removed and we see the updated schematic:

This is a very fast operation; no entries had to be made.
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Design entry
If you have been working your way through this manual from the start you will have noticed
that we have shown some of the various circuit manipulation and analysis options but have
not done any real design work. Now we will open the door to design.
Design entries or changes are logically done on the Design page. It has been divided into
blocks. The left group is highlighted here:

This group is used to select the topology – how the components are connected together.
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Looking closer we see this:

If perchance no topology is chosen then the program uses the capacitor-input lowpass.
The buttons with ? offer instant help for that particular selection in the form of a small
window that pops up with explanatory text. We will look at what each of those buttons do
later.
The Cauer-only bandpass is not enabled unless the Cauer family has been chosen.
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To the right of each topology option is an instant-help button which will call up the appropriate
topology-help window. These are all similar in nature in that they all show three-pole filters
with a schematic on the left and the corresponding magnitude response on the right. The
response plots show a typical magnitude plot for the selected topology. To close the instanthelp window click on the Return button.
Click on the button to the right of Capacitor input lowpass and see this instant help window:

Here we see a lowpass filter whose first component is a shunt capacitor to ground, a
capacitor-input lowpass. A conventional topology and the Cauer equivalent are shown.
The Cauer family is used when the best shape factor, the highest efficiency in terms of
descent into the stopband, is required.
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Now click on the button to the right of Inductor input lowpass to see this window:

Here we see a lowpass filter whose first component is a series inductor. A conventional
topology and the Cauer equivalent are shown.
Note that the magnitude response for this topology is the same as that for the capacitor-input
lowpass. Other responses, such as input impedance, may be different.
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Now click on the button to the right of Nodal capacitor-coupled bandpass to see this
window:

Here we have parallel-tuned L-C pairs in shunt to ground, with the high sides – the nodes –
being connected via coupling capacitors. The internode coupling capacitors have small value
and so high reactance.
When a relatively wide percentage bandwidth is used the magnitude response will be
asymmetric about the center frequency as shown. There will be a slower descent into the
stopband on the high-frequency side compared with the descent into the stopband on the lowfrequency side. As the bandwidth is narrowed the various will become more and more
symmetrical.
This topology is very popular for narrowband bandpass filters such as might be used in the
Intermediate Frequency bandpass filter for a radio receiver.
The resonant frequencies of the L-C pairs is critical; the values of the coupling capacitors are
less so.
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Now click on the button to the right of Nodal inductor-coupled bandpass to see this
window:

As with the previous example we have parallel-tuned L-C pairs in shunt to ground but this
time we have the high sides being connected via coupling inductors from node to node. The
coupling inductors have high value and so high reactance.
When a relatively wide percentage bandwidth is used the magnitude response will be
asymmetric about the center frequency as shown but with a slower descent into the stopband
on the low-frequency side compared with the descent into the stopband on the high-frequency
side. As the bandwidth is narrowed the various will become more and more symmetrical.
The resonant frequencies of the L-C pairs is critical; the values of the coupling inductors are
less so.
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Click on the button to the right of Shunt-input bandpass to see this window:

Here we see a conversion of a lowpass filter to a bandpass. The earlier “prototype” lowpass
has its parts resonated to a specified center frequency. The shunt capacitors are resonated
by having placed in parallel with them a shunt inductor. The series inductors are resonated
by having placed in series with them a series capacitor.
The result is a bandpass filter which is geometrically-symmetrical about the center frequency.
When plotted using a logarithmic X-axis (frequency sweep) scale the magnitude response will
appear symmetrical as shown in this plot.
This is a fine topology for a wideband bandpass filter. The parts values become awkward in
practice if a narrowband design is attempted.
This topology is commonly used to illustrate the conversion from lowpass to bandpass in an
academic environment. But it should never be used to make a narrowband filter in a
manufacturing environment.
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Click on the button to the right of Series-input bandpass to see this window:

Again we have a conversion from a lowpass filter to a bandpass. The earlier “prototype”
lowpass has its parts resonated to a center frequency. The shunt capacitors are resonated by
having placed in parallel with them a shunt inductor. The series inductors are resonated by
having placed in series with them a series capacitor.
As with the shunt-input bandpass, the result is a filter which is geometrically-symmetrical
about the center frequency. When plotted using a logarithmic X-axis (frequency sweep) scale
the magnitude response will appear symmetrical as shown in the graph.
This is another fine topology for a wideband bandpass filter. As with the shunt-input
bandpass, the parts values become quite difficult to achieve in practice if a narrowband
(percentage-wise) design is attempted. This topology is never used to make a narrowband
filter in a manufacturing environment.
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Now click on the button to the right of Mesh capacitor-coupled bandpass to see this
window:

Here we have series-tuned L-C pairs with each stage being connected by a shunt capacitor to
ground. The individual stages – dipoles – with the shunt coupling capacitors form a mesh
network hence the name. The shunt coupling capacitors are of high value and so low
reactance.
When a relatively wide percentage bandwidth is used the magnitude response will be
asymmetric about the center frequency as shown but with a slower descent into the stopband
on the low-frequency side compared with the descent into the stopband on the high-frequency
side. As the bandwidth is narrowed the various responses will become more and more
symmetrical.
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Click on the button to the right of Cauer-only bandpass to see this window:

This topology is only available if the Cauer family is selected. It is a conversion of a Cauer
lowpass to a bandpass. The responses are symmetrical about the center on a geometric
basis as shown in the plot. The Cauer family is used when the best shape factor, the highest
efficiency in terms of descent into the stopband, is required.
The series-connected “traps” provide notches or transmission zeros as can be seen in the
plot. These yield a better shape factor, a sharper descent into the stopband, than the other
topologies, at the expense of more components and more adjustments.
This is a fine topology for a wideband bandpass filter. The parts values become quite difficult
to achieve in practice if a narrowband design is attempted.
If the order is even then Elsie allows the conversion to a topology called the coil-saving or zigzag. This reduces the number of inductors needed but this comes at the expense of
interaction between various component values when adjusted.
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Click on the help button for Capacitor-input highpass to see this window:
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Now click on the button to the right of Inductor-input highpass to see this window:
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Click on the button to the right of Series-input bandstop to see this window:

The bandstop designs are in fact conversions from a highpass by the simple process of
resonating the highpass components to a specified center frequency, in a manner similar to
that which was done for the shunt- and series-input bandpass filters.
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Click on the button to the right of Shunt-input bandstop to see this window:
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The middle group on the Design page allows selection of a family.

Those families with a proper name are named after the mathematician who developed that
particular algorithm.
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We can select one of a number of family options:

The single ? button allows a brief explanation of each family.
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After clicking on that ? button we see a menu screen:

You now have the option to see instant help for each of the available families by clicking on
the buttons on this small window.
Associated with each button is an illustrative graphic (a plot of transmission in blue and group
delay in red) and associated explanatory text, all for a lowpass version of a filter in that family.
The family currently in use is selected as a default. In this case, Demo1 has been called up
and its family is Chebyshev so the Chebyshev button has already been selected.
Now we'll go through each of the families on this small window.
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Clicking on the Butterworth option button to see information about that family:

Here the transmission plot (the top one, in blue) shows a fairly smooth corner and a smooth
descent into the stopband.
The group delay (bottom, in red) has a modest peak near cutoff.
A Butterworth lowpass filter is defined by specifying its 3 dB bandwidth, the order and the
input termination.
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Click on the Chebyshev option button to get information about the Chebyshev family:

The main thing to observe here is that the Chebyshev family will yield a slightly sharper cutoff
as you start the descent into the stopband area, at the expense of ripples in the passband.
The amount of ripple can be specified; it is called passband ripple in the entry group. As the
rijpple is increased the group delay will also show increased ripples.
In this plot, with the ripple value being set to 0.06 dB, and deliberately using the same scale
factors as we did for the Butterworth, the passband ripples are not apparent. But the group
delay is not as smooth and has a higher peak near cutoff.
Common values for passband ripple range from 0.01 dB for precision radio-frequency work,
through 0.044 dB for RF applications with modest (practical) return loss figures, on up to
perhaps 0.5 dB for non-critical audio-frequency designs.
It should be considered ill-advised to go over 1 dB for the passband ripple entry for any
reason except curiosity; Elsie allows an upper limit of 10 dB.
A Chebyshev lowpass filter is defined by spedifying its ripple bandwidth, its passband ripple,
its order and its input termination.
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Click on the Cauer option button to see a summary of data for the Cauer family:

The Cauer family has a trait similar to the Chebyshev family: it has ripples in the passband to
assist in achieving a better shape factor (faster descent into the stopband).
But this improved rate of descent into the stopband comes at the expense of a finite stopband
minimum attenuation.
The Cauer family needs for its definition – in addition to specification of bandwidth and of the
passband ripple – the stopband frequency and the stopband depth. These items interact to
some extent and so they are not all independently specifiable.
A Cauer filter is defined by specifying its ripple bandwidth, its order, its input termination, its
stopband frequency and stopband depth. Some orders require the passband ripple as an
entry while others require a stopband frequency entry.
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Now click on the Bessel option button to see information on the Bessel family:

A very important attribute for the Bessel family is a constant group (time) delay in the
passband, shown here in the red plot. Higher orders extend this trait partway into the
stopband.
That trait of constant time delay in the lowpass topology holds true for bandpass filters only if
the design is narrowband. As the percentage bandwidth increases this item deteriorates.
It is not advisable to use this family if the input impedance is to remain constant in the
passband (i.e., has poor return loss figures, poor VSWR, in the passband).
Square waves applied to a Bessel lowpass will exit with their spectrum defined and will have
a small amount of overshoot on their leading edges.
Bessel lowpass filters are defined by specifying the 3 dB bandwidth, the order and the input
termination.
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Clicking on the Gaussian option shows us data for that family:

The major trait for the Gaussian family is a lack of overshoot seen on a squarewave exiting
from a lowpass filter.
This filter has an not-quite-constant time delay in the passband, having a slight droop as seen
here.
As with the Bessel, it is not advisable to use this filter if the input impedance is to remain
constant in the passband (i.e., has low VSWR in the passband).
Square waves applied to a Gaussian lowpass will exit with their spectrum defined and with no
overshoot on their leading edges. Gaussian bandpass filters have no ringing on the
envelope of a pulsed burst.
Gaussian lowpass filters are defined by specifying the 3 dB bandwidth, the order and the
input termination.
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Click on the Constant-K family to see a summary for it:

This is not a “precise” family. For the third order it is identical to the Butterworth but as the
order is increased it will be seen that ripples will appear in the various responses, particularly
at the band edge. These become greater in amplitude as the order is increased.
An interesting thing about this filter is that it uses repetitive component values; except for the
first and last elements, all of the inductors have the same value and all of the capacitors have
the same value. This can be quite useful in a manufacturing arena.
The ripples at band edges are reduced as component Q values are reduced.
It is simple to design even without a computer but should not be used if precision in the
various responses is an object.
The Constant-K family lowpass is defined by specifying the bandwidth (approximately 3 dB),
the order and the input termination.
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Click on the M-derived option button see this plot:

Historically the M-derived family followed in the the footsteps of the Constant-K. It was
developed to improve the selectivity in a filter, to get a better shape factor. The zeros
(“notches”) in the response can be adjusted in frequency. As this is done the flareups in the
stopband will change in magnitude but the passband retains a relatively flat response and
good return loss / VSWR.
This family was later replaced by the Cauer family which has better performance with fewer
components. The reason for using the M-derived family in the first place was that it could be
designed using ordinary arithmetic; the Cauer did not become practical until computers were
available.
The filter shown here has but one zero in the response; several zeros can be specified, each
have a specified frequency.
The M-derived filter is defined by specifying the bandwidth (approximately 3 dB), the order,
the input termination and the frequencies of the stopband zeros ("notches").
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The third group on the Design page allows selection of those remaining items needed to
complete a design:

This is where the filter bandwidth is entered, along with its order (complexity) and the input
termination. The bandwidth entry is for the 3-dB point for Butterworth, Bessel or Cauer. It will
be ripple bandwidth for Chebyshev and Cauer. It is an approximation for Constant-K and
M-derived.
Pointed out at this time is that Elsie will compute the output termination; it will commonly - but
not always - be the same as the input termination.
When a value of passband ripple is entered for those families needing that entry, the program
immediately shows you the associated VSWR and return loss.
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Next we see a closeup of those entries:

Cauer-family filters will need some additional entries (for the stopband). These will change
according to whether the order is even or odd.
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As refinements are made to the program the various screen appearances will doubtless
change and so the operation of the program will change as well.
Comments about the manual will be welcomed.
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